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You've seen your friends do it. You've heard celebrities--Julia Roberts and Amanda Seyfried--gush

about it. You know that it's fun and incredibly addictive. What is it? Knitting, of course! Have you

ever wanted to learn how to knit? Knitting for beginners can seem intimidating at first, but with the

right free beginner knitting patterns, anyone can learn how to knit. We know there are a lot of

articles out there showing you the right way to get started knitting. For your convenience, we've put

together a group of simple tutorials and free knitting patterns for beginners to make your learning

experience less stressful. With our free eBook, How to Knit for Beginners: 9 Free Tutorials, you'll

find tons of great patterns, tips, and step-by-step instructions that will make picking up knitting a

breeze. Knitting for beginners doesn't have to be complicated, especially when you have the right

tutorials at your disposal! With just a little time and practice, youâ€™ll be knitting like a pro in no time

at all--thereâ€™s really nothing to fear. Are you still a little nervous about trying to knit? Let's break it

down a little. Did you know that there are only two stitches you need to know: the knit stitch and the

purl stitch? All the other special stitches are created from variations of those two stitches. Isnâ€™t

that great news? Once you know how to knit and how to purl, you just need to practice with a few

easy beginner knitting projects until the motion becomes natural.
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I like this book because it sticks to the basics of beginning knitting without over overwhelming the

novice knitter. The photos are clear and crisp and helpful. It is definitely a good learning tool.

Good basics regarding how to read patterns but the patterns themselves did not aid the learner on

easily learning abbreviations. If something is billed as a tutorial for beginners, it needs to have the

terms fully explained (or at least a reminder to reference the previous tutorial) rather than assume

that the "beginner" has memorized the sometimes cryptic terms that more experienced knitters take

as a matter of course.It would be helpful if the project tutorials stated at the beginning what skills the

user would learn and build in the previous information.

Really good for those who know nothing or little about knitting and wish to learn more. Would

recommend to anyone just starting out. Kindle format was a little odd but still a really good read.

How to Knit for Beginners is a great book I just suck at knitting. I tired the different tutorials in the

book while reading it step by step. The book is easy to follow with step by step instructions and

pictures. I just cant get my hands to do what I need. I was not prepared to spend money to buy a

bunch of stuff that I would not use so I tried this with pencils at my Grandma's recommendation.

Maybe if I had actual knitting needles it would have made a difference. If someone who has the right

equipment and coordination were to read the book they would get along great. I am going to share it

with my sister in law and sisters. One of them is bound to be able to do this just not me. I was super

pleased with how easy it was to follow along with the book even if I can't manage to make it work. I

received the book at a discounted rate for my honest feed back and product reviews.

This how to knit for beginners tutorial digital. Was a great read. i had not problems with the digital

copy and it was recived from the seller digitally. recived it on my android device. if i am in the market

for another digital copy of a book i will defentaly consider this seller for all my digital copys. it covers

needling, slip knots, casting, knit stiching and all your basics for the beginners so we dont have to

run out and buy that big knitting $20 dollar book and get discouraged from knitting before we even



start knitting. its simple and easy to get a beginners knitting tutorial book by digital copy these days.

and the seller makes it even easier to get this copy. keep up the great work and the great selling.

And i have too say that i received this product at discount or free. But that takes nothing away of

how easy it was to recieve my digital copy or how easy it is for us beginners to learn the basics of

knitting from this digital copy. The seller makes it so easy. so consider this seller and defentially

consider this copy.

As a beginning knitter I found these tutorials very helpful. Having the pictures was very

useful.Beginning knitting is demystified

I received this book free to review and absolutely loved it. I learned to knit when I was young, but

rarely ever did . I wanted this book to refresh my memory so I can teach my 6 year old

granddaughter who wants so badly to create. The book was written with simplicity to learn in mind.

The authors step by step explainations and pictures make it easy for any beginner. The last section

contains commonly used abbreviations for knitting instructions making it a necessary resource for

future use. It has two patterns for scarves in the end. I plan to begin working on pink and purple

scarves for Xmas presents within the week. I highly recommend this book for anyone wanting to

learn to knit quickly and easily, the e format makes it ready to use immediately!

I was impressed with how well the steps for knitting operations were broken down into simple steps

with clear photographs to demonstrate the step. The steps are demonstrated using heavy yarn on

big needles with good contrast from the background. I was taught to knit many years ago and there

was one step that I was never quite certain how to perform. After reading this Kindle booklet, I am

now clear on how to proceed.At first, I was a little put off by the advertising for a supporting web site,

but the site had so much good information that it was easy to forgive. There are many pages of

useful reference information that probably would not be meaningful to a beginner, but would likely

become handy to have in a single, easily accessible location such as a Kindle Library. The fact that

the book was free was a bonus.
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